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Iaiastta
I expect a few spelling errors. This novel has more than I can count, sometimes multiple on a single
page. In at least five instances, the word "die" is used where "the" should be in place.
I expect to have to suspend disbelief but not suspend all intelligence. This novel contains too many
happy coincidences to be remotely possible. These coincidences are used in place of creative
writing. The first boook of the series, Hades Factor, was similar but not as bad as this novel.
While I enjoy the story line, the horrible editing job and lack of creativity leave me disappointed.

There aren't any real surprises or unexpected plot twists. Everyone wants to help Jon for no reason.
"Just trust me" seems to be the phrase to use to garner support from any good hearted citizen. Did
Jon grow up with or befriend anyone in his life that failed to become a spy or the penultimate expert
in their field? Even the Russians are more happy to help Jon than themselves. Even character names
are poorly conceived.
I'm done with Covert One. (FYI, I loved the Borne novels.)
Sorry for the typos here. I'm writing this on my cell phone.
Oreavi
Having been a "Bourne" fan, have recently started reading Covert One novels and am now a
converted Covert One reader. This novel was fast moving with an excellent story line, well written
and with characters that you became identified with. Now reading other novels in the collection and
have been impressed with the various plots and the development of the characters. Brilliant reading
and hard to put down. The story became a mind picture and the characters vivid as they evolved.
Early Waffle
This is a great series, but I'll warn you that it was definitely written so it will easily translate to the
screen (either TV or movie or series). This just means that the character development isn't as strong
as other books in this class, but it doesn't seem to diminish my enjoyment of the story. I do find that
these books aren't ones that grab me and I cannot put down. So much happens in one little chapter
that just reading a few chapters is satisfying and enough to contemplate at any given reading.
The good news is that you don't have to start at the beginning of the series to know the characters,
but once you read one you'll probably want to order more from the beginning.
Gigafish
Excellent story similar to the Hades Project but Jon and Neil's Covert One team were better
prepared. Can't wait to read the next one . Great job!!!!!
Darkshaper
This was a very good story with lots of intrigue and secretive processes by bad people. Unfortunately
it is believable that stories like this could be reality. I thoroughly enjoyed it and gave it 5 stars.
Kendis
Really good. The story line was very interesting hand held your attention. Jon Smith's character was
a bit stiff, some of his personality traits was missing. His humor and goofyness.
Darkraven
Continuing series. Good story. Well written. The details are believable and well thought out. I am on
to the next.
I just have to say that I love, unfortunately late Robert Ludlum. In his books he touches exciting
parts of our live. Moreover his subjects
are very realistic.Fortunately smallpox dispirited from earth. However, the small sample must be
maintained for security purposes. If they are then they can steal. That is human nature. Space
travels-new aspect of human activity. Ludlum discovered, in his mind that mixture of these subjects
will give very intriguing book. AND IT IS! BRAVO.
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